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Abstract- Basically students face problem in gathering materials and information about subjects. This 
application solves this problem by providing contact details of persons who are interested in particular 
area. So that, students can search for required subject and use the retrieved data by contacting people 
and by discussing their doubts and get them clarified easily. This application uses classification for 
storing data and apriori algorithm in association for searching and retrieving data from database. When 
user logs in and enters name of subject, our searching technique first searches class in which our subject 
belongs to and by using that particular class apriori algorithm applied on database for retrieving the data 
of persons who are interested not only on subject but also on related subjects.  
Keywords—classification, association mining, apriori algorithm. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

People feel better if their doubts are clarified easily. If a person need to get information about particular 
area or need to clarify their queries, it’s better to contact and discuss in detail with experts in that area. That’s 
where our application comes into picture. 

Application for Retrieving Details of Persons Intrested in Particular Area, as the name indicates is used 
to retrive details of persons who are intrested in particular area. These details include name,phone 
number,email,other interested areas of persons who got registered in our application and have their interest 
related to our search area. This application dispalys details of related areas along with the area that the person is 
searching for. 

Persons should get registered in to the application by filling their contact details and two mandatory 
fields which plays main role. These two fields are subject feilds that represent the areas that the person is 
intrested in. Searching technique is now applied on these fields and related data is retrived and displayed as 
output. 

Whenever a person need to use the application it asks for identity, that is usename and password are to 
be entered and after the authentication process user can use the app by typing the required area and pressing on 
send button. Now details of persons who are intrested in particular area dispalyed. 

Thus this application works. This is how user logs in and uses the application remaining part of paper 
describes in deatail about the application. 

2. LITERATURE  SURVEY 

In our application we have related similar subjects together so that whenever a person enters the name 
of subject he is interested in, our application retrieves the details of users interested in related subjects also. A 
paper named automatic thesaurus construction using Bayesian networks [2] by young C.Park and key-sun Choi 
describes the process of relating the similar words by using the Bayesian network. Here a directed acyclic graph 
is constructed where each node is a variable here this is the subject name. Conditional probability is applied on 
each subject, depending on the probability value we decide whether to include the name in class or not. Later 
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collocation map is constructed and similarity is applied. Whenever a new account created these steps are applied 
and new subject is added to similar class in which it belongs. Finding conditional probability [6] is a paper that 
describes in detail how to form Bayesian network and conditional probability application. This explains with an 
example using the terms weather, cavity, toothache, catch. Where weather is an independent group and 
remaining terms belong to same group. Their occurrences are taken into consideration and probability is applied 
on that. Several examples are given. Concept based data classification in relational databases [11] is an paper by 
Jiawei Han which described the different process for grouping objects into classes and adding new objects to 
similar classes. Frequency of occurrences of objects and particular frequencies are used in this method. Concept 
based generalization is used for data classification. Automatic retrieval and clustering of similar words [1] is 
another paper by Dekang Lin that describes process of creating clusters of similar words. Here at first word 
similarity measures are defined based on distributional patterns of words. The similarity measure allows us to 
construct a thesaurus using parsed corpus. Then a different methodology is used to automatically construct 
thesaurus.  These are the different papers that are referred and used in constructing this present application.  

3. SYSTEM 

This system includes android application [4] and a database [3] to store details of users. This 
application should be installed in all the user mobiles. They can directly login and use our app. To provide the 
accurate results classification and apriori algorithm in association is used. 
3.1 Description of system: 

When user logs in and enters particular subject then classification technique comes into play and 
searches for area in which this searching subject belongs to. Then that particular area has been chosen and using 
this area now apriori algorithm applied on this to retrieve data of persons that are interested in any subject in that 
area. And in order to improve our accuracy more, we included ‘threshold’ value. When apriori applied if 
particular pair of subjects in our selected area have their occurrences in data base more than that of ‘threshold’ 
then details of those persons interested in that subject is retrieved and displayed to the user. Remaining paper 
clearly describes this algorithm usage. 
3.2 Classification: 

When user creates account and enters the subjects of interest then first our system checks array in 
which newly entered interested subjects belong to. 
If one of our newly entered subjects belongs to already present subjects (class) in database then add second 
subject to same class. If both the subjects are present already in database then leave the database unchanged. 
Else if both are new then add both names as new area (class) in database. 

Thus, classes of subjects are formed. And these can be used while searching details of people interested 
in particular area. Depending on new user interests database subject classes get increased. 
3.3 Association usage: 

Given a set of transactions T, the goal of association rule mining is to find all rules having  
          Support ≥ threshold 

                        Confidence ≥ threshold 
Here, in our application we used threshold value which is set as default. While confidence value is count of 
number of times particular pair of subjects occurs in database. That is simply numbers of users interested in 
particular pair of subjects. Transaction in this context means user entries in application. 
3.3.1 Apriori:- 

Apriori is an algorithm for frequent item set mining and association rule learning. It proceeds by 
identifying the frequent individual items in the database and extending them to larger and larger item sets as 
long as those item sets appear sufficiently often in the database. The frequent item sets determined by Apriori 
can be used to determine association rules which highlight general trends in the database: this has applications in 
domains such as market basket analysis. 
3.3.2 Model diagram:- 

This model diagram describes our application step by step. These steps can be directly used as modules 
in our system development. 
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Figure1: model diagram 

Steps in our model diagram are:- 
1. Creating account by new user. 
2. Storing data of users. 
3. Login to the account. 
4. Enter the required area of search. 
5. Retrieving the details of person interested in the area of search 

Apriori algorithm is used here to increase the accuracy. 
6. Display the retrieved data. 
User initially downloads the application and creates his/her own account. While creating the account user 

should enter few personal details and any two interested subjects. After creating the account our database stores 
this interested subjects in related existing class or a new class is created [1]. Whenever required user can login 
into account and enter the name of subject in which he/she has queries to be clarified. Now our data mining 
technique apriori plays its role. According to the application theme now details of persons interested in 
particular area of search should be retrieved. By using apriori, class in which user entered area belongs to is 
selected and apriori algorithm is applied on this class. Now retrieved details of users are displayed. 
3.3.3 Application usage step by step:- 

• User needs download the app 
• He/she should properly install and create an     account 

o Enter username. 
o Password. 
o Email id. 
o Phone number. 
o Interested subject (mandatory). 
o Interested subject2 (optional). 

• Now user gets his/her account created 
• User should login 

o Enter username. 
o Enter Password. 
o Press the login button. 

• He/she can enter the name of subject 
o Enter the name of subject in which you are having queries. 
o And now press the enter button. 

•  Now details of persons interested in subject are retrieved 
o Name. 
o Phone number. 
o Email id. 
o Other subjects in which this particular person interested. 
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3.3.4 Algorithm:- 
As described earlier in description of system, class to which our searching subject belongs is found and 

apriori is applied on that. Apriori is selected in this application because this algorithm efficiently compares the 
classes and applies threshold. Now apriori algorithm that is applied [1] in our application is described below:- 
Data:  details of users along with their interested subjects (areas). 
Result: details of persons interested in particular area. 
Here we consider the selected class  
For each subject ‘s1’ in selected class 
Begin 
Compare with remaining subjects (‘s2’) 
Begin 
If s1, s2 belongs to D 
Increment the count 
If count/D > T 
Give details of persons to the current user 
End 
End 
s1, s2 are two subjects that are selected from class under classification. 
D is the total database our application includes. 
T is threshold which is a default value. 

4. Testing the data 

The testing data consists of real time reviews given by users. Above 150 accounts are created and 45 
classes of different subjects are included. Different users are asked to login and check for their required subject. 
And retrieved data have been checked. 

Precision (also called positive predictive value) is the fraction of retrieved instances that are relevant, 
while recall (also known as sensitivity) is the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved. Both precision and 
recall are therefore based on an understanding and measure of relevance. 
               RR= relevant results returned. 

TRR= total relevant results returned. 
TRRR= true relevant results returned. 

               P=Precision=RR/TRR.       R= Recall=RR/TRRR. 

TABLE 1:- precision and recall table 

Number of  users    Precision(P)      Recall(R) 

50 0.778 0.833 

150 0.892 0.926 

250 0.932 0.932 

350 0.942 0.959 

Application has been tested by varying the number of users. Number of users is varied by a count of 
100. That is 50, 150, 250, 350 users are selected and asked to use the application and their application 
experience along with usage data is taken into consideration. Precision and recall are found on these selected 
users’ usage data which are tabulated in the above table named table 1. 

Result:  Our application for retrieving details of persons interested in particular area worked very well. 
The satisfaction of users is up to mark. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this paper we explained about the system that retrieves details of persons who are interested in 
particular area. Thus, this reduces the time taken by person in searching for materials or in clarifying their 
doubts. We explained in detail how data mining techniques are used in our application to increase accuracy of 
output. 

6. Future work 

In order to improve the application, when person enter and search for particular subject, we plan to 
provide the chat box for people who are online and are interested in particular area of search. And also 
automatically send messages to people who are not in online. 
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